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ACCUCUT- INTRODUCTION

 Accucut knows that the success of an organization depends on customer satisfaction and

will always endeavour to meet and exceed their expectation in terms of service, product and

product innovation.

 Accucut established in the year 2010, we have started laser cutting based operations with a

single laser cutting machine, continues investments in the latest laser cutting technology is

the key to the laser division’s dramatic growth over the years and our state-of-the-art CNC

Laser cutting machines enable us to complete at the highest level.



Precision Sheet Metal Fabrications

 Accucut Lasers is a leading subcontract sheet metal working company

 Supplying precision metal products, components and light

fabrications.

 Accucut lasers ensure that its precision sheet metal fabrication

processes are flexible, precise and efficient.



Subcontracting manufacturing partner

 We offers an optimal solution for every application in our core areas like

 Sheet metal components,

 CNC Laser cutting

 CNC Bending

 Fabrications

 Advanced Assembly

with proficient staff and the use of state-of-the-art technologies with the highest degree

of automation.

 We contribute our technical experience for manufacturing solutions from prototype to

Mass production and novelty during all phases from design to development



Our strengths
 have well technical team to handle any type of 

complicated developments

 have well equipped facilities to do critical jobs in 

sheet metal fabrications

 We will deliver the parts on or before commitment 

time without delay

 Highest degree of 2D, 3D advanced software's to 

provide optimal solution
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Mission
 To provide the highest quality products at the most

competitive prices

 To meet customer requirements and surpass their

expectations

 To promote lifelong growth opportunities for our

Employees

 To provide a safe work environment



Vision
 To be a leader and preferred supplier with excellent manufacturing

facility to provide quality products and satisfaction to the customers and

to provide fulfilment and prosperity for our employees.



ISO CERTIFICATE



Quality Policy
 We are committed to achieve customer satisfaction by

producing Quality sheet Metal fabricated components

and delivering on time.

 We excel to meet and exceed the requirements and

expectations of our customer. We continually improve

our quality management system through effective team

Work of our employees.



Facilities

 Laser cutting 

 Bending

 Fabrication

 Roll forming/Straightening

 Surface Treatment

 Advanced assembly



CNC Laser Cutting

 Accucut can laser cut up to 16mm

thick mild steel, “clean cut” up to

12mm thick in stainless steel and

6mm in aluminium. With three

Amada laser cutting machines,

with 3 metre x 1.5 metre sheet

metal capacity

 Accucut’s precision laser cutters

have the capacity to meet your

needs.



CNC Press Brake  

 Accucut can Bend up to range from 0.5mm to 12mm 

thick mild steel. With three state of the Art Press rake 

machines with various sizes upto 220 Tons, 4 metre

 We have well planned tooling's for our press brakes

 Accucut’s precision press brakes have the capacity to 

meet your needs.



Welding Facilities

Accucut offers manual Welding and a comprehensive metal

dressing service as part of its precision sheet metal

fabrication service. The dressing capability allows stainless

steel fabrications to be finished to a high standard, removing

oxidisation marks and reapplying grain to brushed finished

items.

The facilities are particularly suited to light and medium

fabrications in mild steel, stainless steel or aluminium.

Accucut also offers spot welding, stud welding and

projection welding of components.



Types Of Welding Facilities

 MIG WELDING

 TIG WELDING

 SPOT WELDING

 STUD WELDING

 ARC WELDING



Advanced Assembly

Assembly of metal components manufactured by Accucut,

often with additional proprietary parts, is a core

competency of the business.

The dedicated advanced assembly area and highly trained

operators allow Accucut to undertake a range of assembly

functions to provide fully customised sheet metal

fabrications and assemblies. Tasks include fitting

component parts including fastenings, castors, hinges,

inserts and other modules, such as electrical fit-out.



Annual Income(in USD)

Annual Income

Financial Year Income (in USD)

2014-2015 793,740.05 

2015-2016 981,768.97 

2016-2017 1,727,031.25 

2017-2018 3,437,500.00(Projection) 
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Financial Year Export (in USD)

2014-2015 10,689.00

2015-2016 377,881.75

2016-2017 892,764.04
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Thank you


